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Greenpoint Technologies Exhibits at EBACE
Kirkland, WA – May 1, 2012 – Greenpoint Technologies, a premier VIP completions center for
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ), will be exhibiting at the European Business Aviation Convention
and Exhibit (EBACE), May 14th through May 16th, at booth #839, showcasing cabinetry
craftsmanship and their Boeing completion programs.
Greenpoint will display cabinetry manufactured and designed for the 747‐8 Intercontinental
aircraft. The company is currently modifying the first and second VIP 747‐8I delivered from
Boeing with the Aeroloft™. This is the first two (2) of five (5) 747‐8Is being modified by
Greenpoint. “Four years ago, Greenpoint set its aim on a 747‐8 completion with strategic
company investments and an organizational restructure,” Sloan Benson Greenpoint
Executive Vice President states. “We have never had a more capable team of professionals
and experts. The time we’ve spent with The Boeing Company understanding the unique
aspects of the 747‐8 related to our Aeroloft™ development have enabled an advantageous
project launch.”

Greenpoint’s 747‐8 Aeroloft Berth (FWD and AFT) and Hallway

The EBACE static display will showcase one of Greenpoint’s previous Boeing Business Jet
(BBJ) completions. The customer representative, Dina Tkacheva of Petroff Air, described
their working relationship, “The team is very passionate about their programs; they enjoy

what they are doing and make it an enjoyable experience for their Customer.” A video
flythrough of this interior can be viewed here: BBJ Concept Renderings and Delivery Photos

Greenpoint Technologies is a premier completion center for Boeing Business Jets,
established in 1988. Greenpoint provides turnkey VIP aircraft interiors for private individuals
and heads‐of‐state clients. In‐house talent includes interior design, engineering, program
management, manufacturing, and certification for interior installations and modifications.
Strategic goals focus on the customer experience by incorporating quality, commitment,
and craftsmanship into every completion. To learn more about Greenpoint Technologies,
visit www.greenpnt.com.
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